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Glossary
Az

Axle Counter

CCS

Command and Control System

Conduit

Communication between zones according to IEC 62443

CI

Critical Infrastructure

EA

Input/Output Subsystem

EBA

Eisenbahn Bundesamt

ETCS

European Train Control System

FeAK

Field Element Junction Box

FR

Foundational Requirement

ILS

Interlocking System

IP

Internet Protocol

KISA

Communication Infrastructure for safety-relevant Applications

LS

Light Signal

LST

Leit- und Sicherungstechnik (eng. Command and Control System)

OC

Object Controller

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

RAMS

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety as defined in EN 50126

RaSTA

Rail Safe Transport Application

RBC

Radio Block Centre

SCI

Standard Communication Interface

SCI-DS

Standard Communication Interface Diagnosis

SCI-ILS

Standard Communication Interface Interlocking System

SCI-LS

Standard Communication Interface Light Signal

SCI-LX

Standard Communication Interface Railway Crossing

SCI-P

Standard Communication Interface Point

SOC

Security Operation Centre

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

WAN

Wide Area Network

ZMA

Train Code System

ZL

Automatic Route Setting
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Executive summary
In the CIPSEC project D3.1 aims at a preliminary integration of the CIPSEC framework to a CI of the railway
domain. DB and the according solution and service providers do this implementation. The preliminary
integration will be shown in this deliverable.
The railway domain is under a heavy regulation according to safety, due to this fact every system has to be
developed according to well-established safety development lifecycles. Afterwards the systems have to be
admitted by the National Safety Authority – hardware, firmware, software and even the configuration may be
part of the admission. Due to this, a change to signalling components has to be well planned and noninterference with the admited parts has to be proved.
Typical elements of a signalling system are an operation centre, which is a control room with several
workstations, an interlocking system, a Maintenance and Data Management (MDM) system and connections to
the object controllers located at the filed elements. Communication channels between operating centre and
interlocking system are secured by KISA-modules.
The planned features of the CIPSEC framework are currently in preparation for the roll-out in the testing
facilities of DB Netz near Darmstadt – the Eisenbahnbetriebsfeld Darmstadt. By now the testing facilities are
enhanced to include the computers hosting the CIPSEC solutions. Besides some of the protocols of the next
generation interlocking systems are developed and integrated into these testing facilities to enable a test of
CIPSEC with state-of-the-art railway designs.
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1 Introduction
WP3 deals with the adaptation of the CIPSEC security framework into the pilots proposed in the project. In
particular it deals with the adaptation of the reference architecture defined in Task 2.1 within WP2. WP3 aims at
defining three robust and specific solutions with capabilities to improve the resilience of the respective critical
infrastructures. The outcomes of WP3 are to be tested in the context of WP4 in a clear interplay between the
two WPs.
This deliverable reports the work done in the German transportation pilot, in the context of Task 3.3, from the
beginning of the task (M10, February 2017) to the release of the document (M18, October 2017).
To produce the report, a methodology has been created with a sequence of steps being followed. This workflow
is replicated in the document structure:
1) Understanding the pilot. The documentation generated in the context of WP1 and reflected in D1.2 has
been revisited and the most important aspects of the pilot were highlighted (see section 2.1)
2) A list of security features was accurately defined. Then, for each security feature, the product owners
described how their tools can provide each security feature (provided that the tools can do so). This
was done in section 2.3.
3) Then, the pilot owner chose the security feature they wanted to have for each pilot device / resource,
justifying their choice (see section 2.4).
4) Once the pilot made their wish-list, and the product providers analysed how their products can provide
the security features, the table in section 2.4 was generated.
5) All the product owners with prospective participation in the pilot reflected in section 2.3, within the
specific subsections, if their products needed some kind of change/modification/configuration required
for its integration within the pilot, justifying them appropriately.
6) With the analysis of the coverage of security features by the products, the pilot owner chose the
products to be used to secure the railway critical infrastructure (see section 2.4).
7) An introduction to the actual Railway Interlocking System (section 3.1) and a description of the
preliminary efforts carried out to integrate the CIPSEC Platform into Pilot I (section 3.2) was done.
8) Subsequently, the providers specified the hardware and software requirements each product presents
(see section 3.3).
9) Then the pilot analysed the feasibility of using the products on the infrastructure in question, according
to the specs obtained in the previous step (see section 3.4). If some product presented specs stronger
than what the pilot can support, the product will be ruled out and an alternative will have to be searched
if this implies that some security feature is left uncovered.
10) Then the pilot proceeded to adapt their infrastructure to accommodate the solutions. This included
setting up additional machines and virtualized environments (see section 3.5)
11) Subsequently the pilot produced the final detailed definition of the infrastructure map with all the
associated technical details (see section 3.63.5).
12) Then both pilot and providers worked together to determine how and where the different selected
products are going to be deployed within the pilot infrastructure (see section 3.7).
13) Finally, the relationship between the final deployment and the reference architecture is documented
and the role of the CIPSEC services in the pilot is addressed (see section 3.83.8).
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2 Defining the elements of a robust security solution for the
transportation pilot
2.1 Understanding the pilot
D1.2 offers an extensive and detailed description of the railway pilot. This chapter offers a summary of the
description, highlighting its most relevant aspects and linking with its main security needs, which are the input
needed to define the security requirements the different parts of the pilot have.
The railway infrastructure is the biggest business premise in Germany – with public access. It consists of 5,700
stations, which act as gate to the railway transportation. The infrastructure is built upon a rail network of 33,500
km and about a total of 70,000 railway switches. These are operated by 3,300 interlocking systems (1,323 of
these interlockings are electronic interlockings – ESTW).
The main objective of railway transportation is safe operation. Due to this the systems have to fulfil the
requirements of several safety standards (EN 50126, EN 50128, EN 50129) and an admission by the national
safety authority has to be granted. This also applies, if changes are made to the system which affect safety.
A typical control system in the railway domain consists of several subsystems (See Figure 1):


Safety-related components like interlocking, points, switches and axle counters



Assisting systems like train number systems and automated driveway systems



Data management systems as the MDM, the documentation system



Diagnosis systems

Currently these systems are grouped in security zones, which then are secured according to their criticality.
The security analysis is based on ISO 62443 and the resulting measures are derived from ISO 62443-3-3 and
are enhanced by more advanced measures defined by DB Netz. Communication between these zones is done
via standard IP networks. Depending on the levels of the connected zones the communication paths are either
secured by security gateways, which establish an encrypted communication path, or a firewall gateway, which
filters the communication via whitelisting.
Besides this, all components are logging their system states and transmit these logs to the MDM for analysis.
The results of this analysis are then transferred to the DB Netz security operations centre, where analysts can
investigate on possible attacks and initiate countermeasures if needed. Currently plans have been developed to
include IDS systems in each interlocking network (See Figure 2) to enhance the detection capabilities.
Furthermore, the results of system analyses are later on used as input for the information security management
system which is based on ISO 27001. The ISMS also can introduce new controls to the control systems if the
threat landscape changes.
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2.2 Definition of needed security features
Leveraging the extensive pilot description documented in WP1, an early definition of requirements per scenario
1
was worked out . When WP3 activities started in M10 (March 2017), an interplay with the system design taking
place in WP2 took place in order to refine this requirement definition. It was translated into the choice of one or
more security features per resource / logical group of resources within the pilot. These security features have
been formally defined for the sake of coherence and in order to establish a common ground.
The following tables describe each security feature, the CIPSEC tools/services that are able to provide them
and a description about how they are able to provide such feature.
Table 1. Availability description
Availability
The probability that a system will work as required during the period of a task/activity/session (as probably
described in a system’s manual/specifications, under specific circumstances, and/or in relevant SLAs). Also
defined as the stability of the system –regarding its ability to work for long periods without problems or possible
“bugs”.
Tool

Partner

How

Sensors

ATOS

Sensors can detect DoS / DDoS attacks, preventing system
breakdowns and contributing to keep the availability of the system.
There are some events generated in the devices that could be used by
the XL-SIEM to define rules that allow identifying anomalous behaviour
in the CPU usage, load average or memory that could be considered
as potential DDoS attacks
Also, the Host Intrusion Detection Sensors are capable of monitoring
the OS logs, the domain logs, the OS events registered, website
activities or access occurrences.

XL-SIEM

ATOS

This asset leverages the information obtained by the sensors to
generate events and alarms that are relevant for protecting the
availability of information.

WOS

Apart of being external and autonomous, our sensors act in a nonintrusive way and they only “listen” to detect Denial of Services to the
wireless networks in form of jamming attacks, which are the easiest,
cheapest and the most impactful attacks to critical infrastructure
wireless elements, not only affecting the interconnection of the devices
but also allowing cyber attackers to impersonate wireless elements and
infiltrate the entire network in a stealthy way.

Total Defender
/ Gravity Zone

BD

The asset will continuously protect a host from attacks, keeping it
available for normal usage. In some rare conditions, a system reboot
might be required for a complete clean-up.

Honeypot

FORTH

It is a DDoS attacks detection system able to provide information about
potential DDoS attacks that are active on the Internet. The results
produced can be used by system and network administrators. The
accuracy of the produced results are proportional to the amount of the
dark IP address space monitored and the amount of honeypot VM

Real-Time
detector
jamming
attacks

1

for

See sections 4.2 and 4.3 of CIPSEC D1.2: Report on Functionality Building blocks.
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instances deployed.
The solution enables the user to remotely install and configure a new
honeypot virtual machine and thus to easily create and maintain a
distributed infrastructure of DDoS detection systems (sensors).
AEGIS Agents

AEGIS

AEGIS Agents can monitor and record system status values (CIPIs)
like CPU usage, disk usage, network load and communications, and
other parameters.
This data, together with critical status data, can be used to have a realtime status overview of all monitored devices.

Forensics
Service

AEGIS

The service contributes to the availability of a system by providing
visualisation of CIPIs whose irregular values can indicate a problem
and therefore alert the operators to take some actions in order to
ensure the system’s availability.

AEGIS
Forensics AVT

AEGIS

The service contributes to the availability of a system by providing
visualisation of CIPIs whose irregular values can indicate a problem
and therefore alert the operators to take some actions in order to
ensure the system’s availability.

Hardware
Security
Module

UoP

The HSM provides a series of cryptography and security operations
that are executed within a controlled, secure and trusted environment
inside the HSM embedded processor. Therefore, the executed
functions are dedicated to the HSM functionality and thus there are no
manipulation point to reduce their availability. Thus, the HSM will be
able to always respond to Host requests and will always be available.
This enhances a Host System’s availability since Host security
operations that are migrated to the HSM will always work regardless of
the Host’s status.
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Table 2. Robustness description
Robustness
Robustness is the ability to tolerate perturbations that might affect the system’s functional body. The ability of a
system to work as expected (according to system’s specifications under pre-defined conditions), and to resist a
change with no need to adapt its initial stable configuration. The persistence of a system’s characteristics after
perturbation (includes mutational robustness and environmental robustness).
Tool

Partner

How

Total Defender /
Gravity Zone

BD

Bitdefender will protect from software attacks like malware, without disturbing
the system functionality and remove any malware traces, restoring the system
to the pre-attack state.

Honeypot

FORTH

The honeypot can detect attacks against communication / transfer protocols:
FTP, TFTP, HTTP, HTTPS, TELNET, DNS, SMTP, MS Windows RPC, SMB.
The tool provides support for IPv4 and IPv6 protocols.

Safe Hardware
and
safety
process knowhow

TUD

This hardware and the related know-how can contribute to the robustness of
the object controller.

Table 3. Reliability description
Reliability
Probability that a device will perform its required functions when needed (as probably described in a system’s
manual/specifications, under specific circumstances, and/or in relevant SLAs). It can also be defined as the
consistency of the product when used under constant conditions.
Tool

Partner

How

Sensors

ATOS

Network Intrusion Detection Sensors can satisfy this requirement. Network
traffic and events registered are key to provide this.
Host Intrusion Detection Sensors capabilities can be leveraged to provide
the reliability in a similar way to that providing availability.

Real-Time
detector
Jamming
Attacks

WOS

The asset can monitor the wireless network physical layer with external
sensor to detect jamming attacks to 3G/GPRS network.

HSM

UOP

HSM has integrity and encryption handling properties, with impact on the
reliability. The HSM can provide cryptographic primitive acceleration to
handle secure communications.

Total Defender
/ Gravity Zone

BD

The asset prevents malware or potentially unwanted applications. BD will
ensure that the device performs its required functions when needed.

Honeypot

FORTH

The honeypot can detect attacks against communication / transfer protocols:
FTP, TFTP, HTTP, HTTPS, TELNET, DNS, SMTP, MS Windows RPC,
SMB.

for

The tool provides support for IPv4 and IPv6 protocols.
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Forensics
Service

AEGIS

The forensics service can prove via the CIPIs monitoring that the system
performs reliably and that no significant change happened at certain points
or periods of time where specific circumstances or conditions were met.
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Table 4. Usability description
Usability
Ease of use and learnability of the product by its users/operators. The efficiency and satisfaction the users may
achieve when running tasks.
Tool

Partner

How

AEGIS
Forensics
AVT

AEGIS

The visualisation part of AEGIS tools can be easily used to show
an overview of the assets monitored or drill-down to a specific
group of assets or a single asset.
An intuitive mechanism allows the user to focus on a specific
period that includes the current time or be entirely in the past.

Real-Time
detector
for
Jamming
Attacks

WOS

DoSSensing helps to the usability of the framework by presenting
in real time the alerts of jamming attacks in a visual and
comprehensive way.

Total
Defender
/
Gravity Zone

BD

Bitdefender will contribute to usability, by providing a low system
impact. The Endpoint Security will only inform the user when a
threat is detected, running in background the rest of the time.
The Control Center will ensure usability by allowing the system
administrator to perform the common operations in an easy and
intuitive manner.

Table 5. Effectiveness description
Effectiveness
The capability of the product to produce the desired result. The ability of the product to "do the right thing".
Tool

Partner

How

Total Defender /
Gravity Zone

BD

Bitdefender will block any intrusion in the normal operation, enabling the system
to produce the desired result

Table 6. Response-Time description
Response-Time
The ability of the product to complete assigned tasks within a given time according to specification and relevant
SLAs under specific conditions. The ability of the product to reply to users’ requests in a timely manner.
Tool

Partner

How

HSM

UOP

HSM can handle cryptographic operations related to needed security protocols
in case the existing equipment cannot handle cryptography fast enough. By
migrating service from software to hardware units (within the HSM),
cryptography operations are performed very fast thus enhancing a Host
device’s response time.
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DoSSensing

WOS

DoSSensing is able to change the frequency monitored by user interaction,
detecting all the different jamming attack techniques in real time.
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Table 7. Integrity description
Integrity
Integrity can be offered in two flavours:


Data Integrity: assures that information and programs are changed only in a specified and authorized
manner.



System Integrity: assures that a system performs its intended function in an unimpaired manner, free from
deliberate or inadvertent unauthorized manipulation of the system.

Tool

Partner

How

XL-SIEM

ATOS

Data coming from integrity sensors may be used by XL-SEIM as part of the
process to detect manipulations in the communication. Detecting any
manipulation in measured values or injection of commands to change
configuration parameters or reading values which could mean a hacking
attempt. One particular case in this group is to preserve system dataflow
integrity.
Detecting illegal modifications in the firmware to avoid intentionally wrong
commands sent to devices, wrong answers on commands received from its,
or combination of both. Particular use cases in this group are to preserve
system integration by detecting physical intruder attempts in the field or in
other words, potential hacking attempts.
There are several events generated in this environment at different levels
related to the firmware update that could be used by the XL-SIEM in order to
detect suspicious misbehaviour and generate an alert.
To avoid false alarms in the attack detection, the XL-SIEM could use those
events in conjunction with other events that could mean that someone is
trying to hack a device, or with other context information provided (for
example to know if there is a scheduled field intervention to apply a new
firmware).

HSM

UOP

The asset can handle cryptographic operations related to needed security
protocols (e.g., HTTPS, IPSEC, TLS). HSM can also provide identification /
authentication

Secocard

EMP

The asset can be used in the specific case of data integrity, as long as the
amount of data is aligned with the card capabilities. The asset would act as
data collection point.

Total Defender
/ Gravity Zone

BD

Bitdefender will provide both data integrity, by protecting against ransomware
and system integrity, by blocking system changes performed by malicious
software.

Honeypot

FORTH

The honeypot detects attacks against databases: MSSQL, MySQL,
ORACLE, POSTGRES.
The tool provides LDAP user authentication

Forensics
Service

AEGIS

The forensics service can reveal and expose potentially unauthorised actions
or indications of data integrity violation via relevant monitored CIPIs, e.g.
unforeseen number of connected users at the same time

Safe Hardware
and
Safety
Process know-

TUD

This hardware and related know-how can contribute to the integrity of the
object controller
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how

Table 8. Confidentiality description
Confidentiality
Confidentiality is roughly equivalent to privacy. Measures undertaken to ensure confidentiality are designed
to prevent sensitive information from reaching the wrong people, while making sure that the right people can
in fact get it. In short, access must be restricted to those authorized to access the data.
Tool

Partner

How

XL-SIEM

ATOS

XL-SIEM shall capture and analyze relevant log files of OT components, IT
infrastructure components to allow detection of known threats. The objective
is to detect attempts of forced entrance in the enterprise network through OT
Components that might be dangerous for the confidentiality of the
information.

Forensics
Service

AEGIS

The forensics service can reveal potential confidentiality problems via the
monitoring of relevant CIPIS, e.g. more than expected user connections to a
monitored machine.

Table 8. Auditing description
Auditing
Network auditing is the set of collective measures done to analyse, study and gather data about a network with
the purpose of ascertaining its health in accordance with the network/organization requirements. Network
auditing primarily provides insights on what effective network control and practices are, i.e. its compliance to
internal and external network policies and regulations. Auditing measures are useful when needed to further
analyse security incidents in order to identify the root cause and apply appropriate protection mechanisms to
similar systems
Tool

Partner

How

Sensors

ATOS

Sensors monitoring the network usage can be deployed, in addition specific
sensors meant to detect network-based intrusion attempts can be deployed as
well. Specific examples are Snort / Suricata, Ntop, tcptrack, Nagios3 ot DNS
Traffic sensor.
Host Intrusion Sensors like OSSEC bring specific auditing features such as OS
logs or domain logs.

XL-SIEM

ATOS

This asset can be used to detect interruptions in the communication. Potential
causes of an interruption in the communication could be the application of a
Faraday cage around a meter, jamming in the mobile signal or a mechanical
interruption in the communication channel.
XL-SIEM builds on information brought by both network and host intrusion
sensors to contribute to the auditing task.

Total Defender /
Gravity Zone

BD

Bitdefender will produce logs that will help in the auditing process.
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Forensics
Service

AEGIS

Forensics main goal is to exactly provide auditing and help investigators find
the root cause of security incidents or malfunctions.

AEGIS agents

AEGIS

Agents monitoring the network usage can be deployed, in addition specific
sensors meant to detect network-based intrusion attempts can be deployed as
well. Specific examples are Ossec, Netflow and Nagios3.

AEGIS
Forensics AVT

AEGIS

Forensics main goal is to exactly provide auditing and help investigators find
the root cause of security incidents or malfunctions. In the instances where
auditing tools produce relevant data, the AEGIS AVT can offer to the auditor
detailed and dynamic viewpoints of varying granularity to act upon in a manner
that improves systems compliance with the organizational requirements.

Table 9. Alerting description
Alerting
Ability to notice any unusual and potentially dangerous or difficult circumstances. When an alert is produced it
is generated a notification that a particular event (or series of events) has occurred, which is sent to responsible
parties for spawning an action. In general, detected incidents might lead to the generation of an alert.
Tool

Partner

How

XL-SIEM

ATOS

Produces alerts basing on correlations of events of different kind generated
thanks to the process of the information coming from different sensors. The
more information available, and the more complex the filtering and correlation
rules are, the more specific the alarms become.

WOS

External sensors can contribute to the alerting feature by alerting to the
command and control when jamming attacks are present

Total Defender /
Gravity Zone

BD

Bitdefender will provide alerts about suspicious events.

Honeypot

FORTH

The tool provides alerting mechanisms for custom IP addresses or range of IP
addresses.

Cloud
based
security tool

FORTH

The solution is able to monitor the traffic that is exchanged through VMs (Virtual
machines) which reside in the same physical hosts. The solution is based on
Single Root I/O Virtualization technology and is able to identify possible attacks
between co-located VMs in the Cloud. Alerts are presented via a web interface.

Forensics
Service

AEGIS

The service is capable to produce alerts through the real-time forensics
analysis

Real-Time
detector
Jamming
Attacks

for

Table 10. Privacy description
Privacy
The ability of the product to provide its users with the capacity to have some control on their personal
information.
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Tool
Data
tool

Partner
privacy

UPC

How
Data privacy tool is potentially able to protect cybersecurity data in critical
infrastructures that could be exchanged with third parties through
anonymization.

In the light of the definitions above, the table below indicates the security features that must be in place for the
different resources existing in the railway pilot.
Table 11. Security features in place at DB Pilot
Device
Resource

/

1 - Interlocking
system
(ESTW/ESTWZE)

2

-

Control

Description

Technical
Details

Security
Features

Justification

Core Brain
Similar to SCADA /
HMI in ISA95 Level 2

Proprietary
Operating
System (Linux /
Windows based)
LAN
Serial Port

Robustness

The
interlocking
system
requires robustness to support
the availability requirements on
the system. If the system is not
robust against failures the
operation could be disrupted in
a severe manner.

Availability

The interlocking system has to
be available, because without it
the operators have to use fallback routines (e.g. writing
orders
on
paper)
which
significantly decreases the
capacity of the rail networks.

Response
time

Response time is a key
requirement for the interlocking
system. In case of a failure of
the system it has to react on
this failure within milliseconds
to
avoid
harm
to
the
passengers or the workers in
the railway system.

Reliability

Signalling equipment has to be
reliable in order to fulfil the
availability requirements and to
ensure a good experience of
the traveller. If this equipment
fails the operator has to user
fall-back routines like written
orders on paper.

Integrity

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems
behave as desired and no
passenger is harmed.

Usability

For enabling a good workflow

Where an operator is

Proprietary
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room
workstations

3
Object
Controller

located supervising
railway network.

Converting
Interlocking systems
commands to
concrete digital /
analogue signal for
field devices.
grouped in track
fields network is
exposed to attackers,
because the cables
are located near the
tracks and no special
access control is
possible

Operating
System (Linux /
Windows based)
LAN.

Proprietary
Operating
System (Linux /
Windows based)
LAN.
Wires to field
device

and the ease the operation of
the operators solutions used at
the control room workstation
should have a good usability.
Effectiveness

The system has to be effective
because resources are limited
and several systems are
combined
in
such
a
workstation.

Robustness

The workstation has to be
robust
to
support
the
availability requirements on the
system. If the system is not
robust against failures the
operation could be disrupted in
a severe manner.

Auditing

For
the
control
room
workstation system an auditing
functionality
is
required,
because it performs sensitive
actions, which should not be
compromised.

Alerting

If anything unusual happen
there has to be an alerting
functionality to be able to react
to an possible attacker.

Nonrepudiation

Every action done by an
operator has to be logged in a
way that he can be made
responsible
in
case
of
accidents if he did not allowed
actions.

Robustness

The workstation has to be
robust
to
support
the
availability requirements on the
system. If the system is not
robust against failures the
operation could be disrupted in
a severe manner.

Availability

The object controllers have to
be available, because without it
the operators have to use fallback routines (e.g. writing
orders
on
paper)
which
significantly decreases the
capacity of the rail networks.

Reliability

Signalling equipment has to be
reliable in order to fulfil the
availability requirements and to
ensure a good experience of
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the traveller. If this equipment
fails the operator has to user
fall-back routines like written
orders on paper.

4
Devices

Field

End slave devices
that executes
physical actions over
railway
infrastructures

No IT

Other PLC / RTU

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems
behave as desired and no
passenger is harmed.

Integrity

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems
behave as desired and no
passenger is harmed.

Robustness

The field device has to be
robust due to the availability
requirements on it. If it fails the
regular rail operation is not
possible and maintenance
personnel has to fix the
damage.

Real
time
response

Field devices have to respond
immediately to any type of
command, otherwise there
could be a risk because a
signal does not go to halt
position fast enough.

Availability

The connections have to be
available, because without
them the operators have to use
fall-back routines (e.g. writing
orders
on
paper)
which
significantly decreases the
capacity of the rail networks.

Integrity

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems
behave as desired and no
passenger is harmed.

Integrity

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems

End
Point
ISA95 Level 0

Signal
Point
Train Detection
System

5
Connections
with
other
systems

Integrity

Axle-Counter
System
BÜSA-FSÜ
ETCS-Z
ZL
ZMA
Power Supply
Key
Management
Maintenance
Devices
Diagnose

6
Documentation
system

Logs all actions.
Vital if an incident
occurs and may be
used as evidence
during police

Proprietary
Operating
System (Linux /
Windows based)
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investigation.

7
Maintenance
and Diagnose
Module (MDM)

8
KISAModule / KISASC

Stores all
configuration files for
track side equipment
and provides the field
elements with the
configurations.
Transmits the
relevant information
to the Security
Operations Centre.
Delivers
configurational data
to the Object
Controllers
In future also be
responsible for
delivering firmware
and software.

KISA-Module
connects 2 or more
sites with a
cryptographic
channel.
KISA-SC are also
responsible for
monitoring the state

LAN.

Windows Server
LAN

KISA-Module:
Combination of
CISCO
router
and Rohde &
Schwarz crypto
component

behave as desired. The
documentation system logs
every event and compromised
data could lead to failures
during investigation.
Auditing

For the documentation system
an auditing functionality is
required, because it contains
sensitive data, which is not
allowed to be altered.

Robustness

The workstation has to be
robust
to
support
the
availability requirements on the
system. If the system is not
robust
against
failures
evidence in case of accidents
could get lost.

Integrity

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems
behave as desired and no
passenger is harmed.

Robustness

The workstation has to be
robust
to
support
the
availability requirements on the
system. If the system is not
robust against failures the
operation could be disrupted in
a severe manner.

Availability

The MDM has to be available,
because without it the object
controllers are not able to get
new data upon restart and
logging is not possible, which
would decrease the level of
security.

Alerting

The MDM requires an alerting
functionality
because
it
contains sensitive data.

Integrity

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems
behave as desired and no
passenger is harmed. The
KISA-Module has to ensure
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of the devices

9 - ETCS

integrity over open networks.
Availability

KISA has to be available,
because
without
it
communication over WAN is
not possible. Operators could
not send commands to the ILS
and so on.

Scalability

Systems with KISA have to be
scalable, because in the field
element area there will be
about 400.000 KISA modules
by 2035.

Real-Time
Response

The security components that
are involved in the direct
communication channel of the
signalling communication have
only a limited time for operation
due to the timing constraints of
RaSTA.

Integrity

Integrity is essential for every
safety-critical part of the
signalling system. Components
and data have to be integer to
ensure that the systems
behave as desired and no
passenger is harmed.

Availability

ETCS has to be available,
because
without
it
the
operators have to use fall-back
routines (e.g. writing orders on
paper)
which
significantly
decrease the capacity of the
rail networks.

Robustness

The workstation has to be
robust
to
support
the
availability requirements on the
system. If the system is not
robust against failures the
operation could be disrupted in
a severe manner.

Reliability

Signalling equipment has to be
reliable in order to fulfil the
availability requirements and to
ensure a good experience of
the traveller. If this equipment
fails the operator has to user
fall-back routines like written
orders on paper.
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Due to the safety-relevance of the interlocking components and the required admission by the German national
safety authority Eisenbahnbundesamt (EBA), DB decided to establish a test site in their OT testing facilities for
testing the CIPSEC Framework. The environment consists of OCs and operator workstations

2.3 Analysis of security features covered per product
The partners playing the role of solution providers have made an extensive analysis of what their products can
offer in terms of coverage of the demanded security features. The table shows the coverage of each required
security feature required per product:


XL-SIEM and sensors (ATOS)



Real-Time Detector for Jamming Attacks (WOS)



Hardware Security Module / FPGA cryptographic device (UoP)



K-Anonymization (UPC)



Honeypot / Cloud security tool (FORTH)



Secocard (Empelor)



Total Defender / Gravity Zone (BD)



Safe Hardware and Safety Process know-how (TUD)



Forensics Support Analysis Visualization Tool (AEGIS)

Table 12. Security features covered per product
Device
Resource

/

1
Interlocking
system and
Signalling
network
(ESTW/ESTW
-ZE)

2 - Control
room
workstations

Security
Features

ATOS

WOS

UOP

Robustness
Availability

EMP

BD

TUD

AEGIS

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Response time
Reliability

X

Integrity

X

X

X

X

X

Usability

X

Effectiveness

X

Robustness

3 - Object
Controller

FORTH

X

X

Auditing

X

X

X

Alerting

X

X

X

Robustness
Availability

X
X

X

X
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Reliability

X

Integrity
4
Field
Devices

X

X
X

X

X

X

Integrity
Robustness
Real
response

time

X

5
Connections
with
other
systems

Availability

X

Integrity

X

X

6
Documentati
on system

Integrity

X

X

Auditing

X

X

X

Integrity

X

X

Robustness
7
Maintenance
and Diagnose
Module
(MDM)

X

X
X

X

Robustness

X
X

X

X
X

Availability
Alerting
8 - KISAModule
/
KISA-SC

X
X

Integrity

X
X

X

Availability

X
X

The table above shows a short overview how the available products match the required security features of the
pilots’ components. An “X” marks that the solution can provide the required security feature.

In the following subsections, the available and utilized solutions are explained more in detail:

2.3.1 ATOS XL-SIEM and sensors
2.3.1.1

ATOS Sensors

Sensors will be configured and installed on DB Pilot infrastructure at the network or end-point layer level. This
will require a limited interaction between the CIPSEC support team and the Pilot. The XL-SIEM agents will preprocess, and normalize the collected data in order to produce a pre-elaborated output.
Some of the most common standard sensors that could be used (depending technical dependencies) in the XLSIEM are sniffing or monitoring tools, such as:
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Snort / Suricata (network based intrusion detector)



ARPwatch (ARP activity monitor)



Ntop (network usage monitor)



tcptrack (Monitor TCP connections on the network)



p0f (Identify remote systems passively)



DNS traffic sensor and analyser

As reflected in D2.1, using the appropriate sensors data and setting up the right security policy rules, these are
some uses cases where XL-SIEM could be useful in DB Pilot:
1) Interruption in the communication
Potential causes of an interruption in the communication could be the application of a Faraday cage around a
meter, jamming in the mobile signal or a mechanical interruption in the communication channel.
2) Manipulation in the communication
Detecting any manipulation in measured values or injection of commands to change configuration parameters
or reading values which could mean a hacking attempt. One particular case in this group is to preserve system
dataflow integrity.
3) Manipulation in system integrity
Detecting illegal modifications in the firmware to avoid intentionally wrong commands sent to devices, wrong
answers on commands received from its, or combination of both. Particular use cases in this group are to
preserve system integration by detecting physical intruder attempts in the field or in other words, potential
hacking attempts.
There are several events generated in this environment at different levels related to the firmware update that
could be used by the XL-SIEM in order to detect suspicious misbehaviour and generate an alert.
To avoid false alarms in the attack detection, the XL-SIEM could use those events in conjunction with other
events that could mean that someone is trying to hack a device, or with other context information provided (for
example to know if there is a scheduled field intervention to apply a new firmware).
4) Network intrusion attacks
The objective is to detect attempts of forced entrance in the enterprise network through OT components
preserving integrity of the network and its components. XL-SIEM shall capture and analyse relevant log files of
OT components, IT infrastructure components to allow detection of known threats.
5) Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks
There are some events generated in the devices that could be used by the XL-SIEM to define rules that allow
identifying anomalous behaviour in the CPU usage, load average or memory that could be considered as
potential DDoS attacks
6) Illegal use/access of/to security credentials
For the detection of this type of attack, the log file of the master keys database should be available and
securely retrievable by the XL-SIEM. Besides, it would require the capability of monitoring on cells in the
database what could be out of the scope of the XL-SIEM features on CIPSEC project.
Summarizing, all these security sensors are capable of detecting several types of attacks within the DB’s
network, some examples come below:


Denial of Service



Sniffing



Man in the middle



Spoofing



Malware introduction



Botnets
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These sensors will be running within the Security Centre, feeding the XL-SIEM agents that will also be running
at the Security Centre of the railway infrastructure. Additional sensors, provided by other partners tools, will be
used that will be gathering information from the underlying infrastructure.

2.3.1.2

ATOS XL-SIEM

XL-SIEM is the reasoner in charge of raising events and alarms out of the information collected by the agents.
It is done based on filtering and correlation rules applied. The detection capabilities of the XL-SIEM rely on the
quantity and variety of the information made available coming from the sensors, on the one hand, and the
expertise of the person in charge of implementing the reasoning rules being applied by the XL-SIEM. The Atos
XL-SIEM reasoner would be installed within the Security Centre of the DB’s railway infrastructure, while its
control panel will be accessible from the Operating Centre.

2.3.2 WOS Real-Time detector for Jamming Attacks
WOS sensors are external to the LAN, wireless LAN, servers and computers, which is an advantage for the
pilots that are affected by restrictions on installing software or hardware to protected and/or closed equipment.
Apart of being external and autonomous, our sensors act in a non-intrusive way and they only “listen” to detect
Denial of Services to the wireless networks in form of jamming attacks. Jamming attacks are the easiest,
cheapest and the most impactful attacks to critical infrastructure wireless elements, not only affecting the
interconnection of the devices but also allowing cyber attackers to impersonate wireless elements and infiltrate
the entire network in a stealthy way.
For a right fit in the pilot, there should be a wireless network that has to be monitored to detect jammer attacks
over it. The wireless network should be defined, the elements connecting through it and the band it works so
Worldsensing solution could be configured properly. In addition, for testing purposes, the partner needs to get
permission to run jamming attacks on the wireless band that has been selected, so DoSSensing can be tested
in the filed in a proper real case scenario but without causing operational issues to the partner or its
neighbours.
The coverage provided by this asset brought by WOS is the following:
The availability, reliability, usability, response time and alerting required by the ETCS components and the
GSM-R communication are addressed by monitoring the wireless network with external sensor to detect
jamming attacks to the command and control.
Worldsensing will monitor the GSM-R network with its DoSSensing solution, showing in real time, the detection
of jamming attacks to that network. All the alerts will be sent to the XL-SIEM for integration and centralization
purposes.
The pilot partner will be responsible for having authorization to perform the jamming attacks tests in the field, as
those tests could disrupt the network for some time, leaving devices out of service.

2.3.3 UOP Hardware Security Module
The UoP HSM can be connected to a Host device and offer cryptography operations to enhance confidentiality,
integrity and high response time. To achieve that the Host device must have an operating system that enables
custom code execution (e.g. the HSM software component client). Only then can a Host device gain full access
to the HSM services. Also the host device must have an available a USB port or else the Host to HSM
communication must be made through an intermediate “bridge” device (e.g. an Ethernet to USB bridge). Yet
still, the Host must be able to provide to the HSM commands which highlights the need for a software program
to be installed and executed in the host system.
Provided the above restrictions, and taking into account the capabilities of the railway system pilot devices, as
well as the already setup security mechanisms of this system, the HSM security enhancements can be directed
to embedded system device and PCs that are in need of integrity mechanisms, and high availability and
response time Thus, the main HSM involvement would be in the pilot’s overall interlocking mechanism, network
and control elements. The most probable device to introduce the HSM are the Interlocking mechanism and
network PC control elements and the Object controllers (OC) that act as safety elements for the field devices.
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For example, regarding OC, the HSM can handle the needed security functionality of the OC by providing all
cryptographic operations of the OC (security part), as well as identification, authentication and message
integrity in relation to the rest of the railway system pilot (e.g. Operation System or interlocking system),
Similarly, on interlocking System PC devices, the HSM can offer integrity though the local attestation and
message integrity mechanism complementing their security capabilities.
In addition, the HSM can possibly complement security functionality on the KISA Module to provide additional
cryptographic primitive services (e.g. Public key crypto operations). It can also be used for data integrity. The
HSM can also provide key/credential storage that may be generated by the KISA SC (if it provides PKI
services) and attest the KISA host. Furthermore, the HSM can be associated with MDM to provide digital
signature services on configuration files, if such services are not supported by the MDM.
Depending on the possible communication interfaces available in each mentioned subsystems and devices, the
HSM can be used either autonomously or through Secocard. It must be noted that HSM drivers and
communication software must be installed to the host device. If this is not possible the HSM cannot be used.

2.3.4 UPC K-Anonymization tool
This asset could cover other requirement beyond posed by the railway pilot.
The data privacy tool could provide anonymization of cybersecurity data exchanged in CIs. The fundamental
functionality of the tool consists in protecting cybersecurity data through anonymization. This could be the case
in which DB pilot needs to exchange cybersecurity data (sensitive data) with third parties for security reasons.
Regarding types of anonymization, the data privacy tool is able to offer three types which are, suppression,
generalization and pseudonymization.

2.3.5 FORTH Honeypot
The first tool FORTH is planning to use the is an already existing solution of a cloud based honeypot
implementation (The DDoS attacks detection system). FORTH’s solution is able to provide information about
potential DDoS attacks that are active in the Internet. The results produced can be used by system and network
administrators. The accuracy of the produced results are proportional to the amount of the dark IP address
space monitored and the amount of honeypot VM instances deployed.
It can provide solutions to the following areas, in the context of CIPSEC project:


Detection of DDoS attacks.



Prevention with the assistance of a firewall that will apply ACLs produced by the honeypot system.

Also by emulating a number of production services our solution is able to detect and prevent:


Attacks against databases: MSSQL, MySQL, ORACLE, POSTGRES.



Attacks against communication/transfer protocols: FTP, TFTP, HTTP, HTTPS, TELNET, DNS, SMTP,
MS Windows RPC, SMB

The above services are almost present in every critical infrastructure due to the basic functionality that they
offer to all computing systems. Also, many of the aforementioned services are a popular target for internet
attacks.
More specifically, in the case of the Transportation Critical Infrastructure (DB), FORTH’s honeypot solution can
protect all elements of the infrastructure that are connected to the IT and OT network of the pilot. This is
achieved by detecting internal or external attack attempts. These attacks can be: DDoS attacks (either volume
or protocol) or hijacking attacks trying to compromise key assets running services like SMB, MySQL, MSQL
etc. that are emulated by our Honeypot solution.
The tool also provides :


Support for IPv4 and IPv6 protocols.



Alerting mechanisms for custom IP addresses or range of IP addresses



LDAP user authentication
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Furthermore the solution enables the user to remotely install and configure a new honeypot virtual machine and
thus to easily create and maintain a distributed infrastructure of DDoS detection systems (sensors). Our cloud
based honeypot implementation comprises of two subsystems. The first subsystem comprises of the virtual
machines, which contain the detection software that is a combination of low and medium interaction honeypots
specialized for the detection of specific protocol attacks and DDoS attacks. Every sensor uses a log engine to
gather information about the detected attacks and runs appropriate services to securely transfer the results to a
centralized database. The second subsystem is the control panel which provides a graphical interface for the
administration and visualization of the results and is interconnected with the centralized database.
The system provides the following core functionality:
1. Sensor registration.
2. Sensor management.
3. User registration.
4. Services monitoring
The users and the administrators of the system, are able to view statistics on the aggregated attack results.
The user can look up and get information about a specific IP address or a specific protocol by using predefined
or custom search rules. Statistics are also provided about the top attack destinations and the activity of the top
attackers.

2.3.6 FORTH Cloud Security Tool
Due to the fact that Railway CIs do not make use of clouds by now the solution is not applicable.

2.3.7 EMP Secocard
Before attempting to describe, what the Secocard could offer to the specific railway pilot a description of the
functionality of Secocard as a card reader must be provided.
Secocard is a custom embedded hardware platform with a special focus on security. The special focus on
security means that the device is equipped with specific hardware components that enhance the security of the
device. In the CIPSEC environment, the Secocard device will be operating as an advanced and programmable
card reader. In particular, the device will be connected to a host (personal computer) through a standard USB
port and be operated as a card reader where a smart card can be inserted in the device and read. The user will
also be able to provide a pin to Secocard’ s touch display thus implementing a two-factor authentication to login
to the operating system. The device is able to deliver information messages through a Wi-Fi interface so that
real time information is provided to the XL-SIEM tool.
Taking into consideration what is mentioned above, Secocard will allow a user to login to the host PC using a
smart card and a pin instead of providing a password. To achieve this functionality Secocard will have to be
connected through a USB port to the host pc and be integrated with the operating system through the use of a
set of drivers that will have to be installed on the PC. This poses some restrictions on the deployment of
Secocard if a proprietary operating system is used. According to the table that describes various resources in
the railway pilot is seems that the most appropriate resources would be 1,2,3 and 5. The availability, reliability
and integrity that are required by the possible connection points (Interlocking System, Control room
workstations, Object controller and Documentation System) are achieved by not allowing unauthorized users to
enter the system.

2.3.8 BD Total Defender / Gravity Zone
Bitdefender products will protect the endpoints where they will be deployed, while also providing events for
other tools in the consortium and outputting insightful reports.
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Any computing system, whether it is a workstation, a server or a mobile device needs endpoint protection. This
will ensure that the system will not get infected by malicious software, by blocking access to detected files and
to malicious URLs.
The robustness requirement will be satisfied by preventing malware from interfering with the pilot operations.
The product will alert the user when a threat is discovered, while also providing the reports for a system
administrator to check in the control centre. Alerts will be also be sent to the XL-SIEM component.
Auditing can be performed using Bitdefender Control Centre component.

2.3.9 TUD Safe Hardware and Safety Process Know-How
Object Controllers (OC) are safety-critical hardware that control the field elements of railway signalling (signals,
points, train detection systems). The OCs are located in the Field Element Area that is shown in Figure 2. An
OC is responsible for translating information between two formats. On one side there are digital datagrams
received via an IP-based communication network, which are commands from the centralized Interlocking
System (see Figure 2). On the other side, there are analogue signals that steer motors (point machines), switch
lights (light signals), or measure electric currency or magnetic field intensity (train detection systems).
The safe hardware for Object Controllers has a sufficiently high mean time between failures (MTBF) and the
necessary redundancy (e.g. two separate Ethernet connections, for redundant network connections) to fulfil the
safety standards of the railway domain. Therefore, it fits into the CIPSEC pilot of Deutsche Bahn (DB).
During the course of CIPSEC, a hardware architecture is designed that provides a high level of resilience
against cyberattacks for the Object Controllers in DB’s signalling network, while still being compliant to safety
regulations. At this point, TUD's research in the area of interplay between safety and security becomes
important. During the integration of any security solution into DB’s safety system, the points of interaction of the
security component with the safety are carefully examined in order to guarantee the freedom of interference. A
proof of freedom of interference is required to be allowed to operate new solutions in the pilot’s architecture. In
this way, the TUD’s knowledge of the railway safety processes supports the integration of CIPSEC into the
railway pilot.

Figure 3: Security for Safety Shell

The hardware specification of OC controllers will primarily support some of the railway security requirements
that have been identified in deliverable 1.2 “Report of Functionality Building Blocks” of CIPSEC, which are
robustness, availability and reliability. The overall resilience against attacks enhances the robustness of the
safety system by remaining operational under certain attack conditions. With multiple Ethernet connections and
physically distinct network connections provided by the hardware, the availability of the communication is
guaranteed in case one cable is ruptured or does not provide its service for other reasons (e.g. a cyberattack).
Reliability is a direct requirement to the hardware that it has to fulfil by an adequately high MTBF.
For the signalling network's safety systems, it is important to remain functional and respond within a small time
frame under any given circumstances. Otherwise, it has to fail safely. This is the main driver behind the security
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for safety shell concept (see Figure 3) that is applied to the railway pilot to ease the task of assuring to
authorities that safety properties are maintained when adding security functions.
Within the hardware architecture for the pilot, a separation scheme is developed according to the shell concept
that still allows interaction between the safety and security components when necessary and reasonable. The
separation scheme precludes unwanted influence of the security on the safety, such as resource exhaustion
that could put a timely safety response at risk. It requires placing security measures at critical points of the
infrastructure (e.g. enhancing OCs with an HSM to perform authentication), while maintaining a strict interface
with a small footprint to the safety functionality.
Secondarily, the safe hardware architecture enhances the security of the pilot by providing a platform and entry
points for additional security measures. Security software instances running on the hardware are used as
information sources for alerting and provide diagnostic data for traceability. Object Controllers are a digital
endpoint of the railway signalling communication path. Thus, the termination of end-to-end security measures
should be performed there. This includes integrity in the context of security interpreted as the absence of
unauthorized data alteration. Integrity in the context of safety (absence of improper data alteration) is already
verified on Object Controllers. Obviously, for the same reasons Object Controllers are also suitable for
performing the authentication of network traffic such as control commands.

2.3.10 AEGIS Forensics Support Analysis Visualization Tool
The AEGIS forensics solution offers intuitive and detailed visualisations of Critical Infrastructure Performance
Indicators (CIPIs) that can help investigators perform detailed forensic analysis in critical infrastructure that was
affected by an attack or a malfunction. Moreover, through the real-time forensics analysis it facilitates situations
awareness and can help to an immediate response to an incident that is detected at the moment that it is
happening.
Similarly, to the Environmental pilot, in the transportation pilot we look at choke points where CIPIs may be
collected without risking disruption to the network, or participating systems. As it can be seen in the following
figure, the architecture of the transportation pilot indicates that KISA modules provide VPN-functionality
between logically and geographically distinct points. The KISA modules utilize secure communication links to
connect to the central computers (shown in the figure below, Figure 4). As such we cannot monitor the external
traffic (between CISA points and the central location) so we need the cooperation of the KISA modules. These
should upload, over the secure channel, CIPIs as directed by the network security policy. This should be
discussed with the transportation pilot leaders as the introduction of the data collectors may affect the overall
posture of the KISA modules.
In addition to the above we envisage the collection of data from all the machines running in the operation
centre. This may be done by monitoring these machines from the inside though collection agents, or by
observing network traffic in the op centre LAN. Monitoring the Op Center hosts is the most straight forward
approach and significantly reduces the possibility of adverse interference between the security and functionality
viewpoints.
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Figure 4: Deployment of monitor GWs

2.4 Choice of products to be used in the Railway Pilot
Basing on the analysis done in section 2.3, and as reflected in D2.1, there are several solutions addressing the
requirements posted by our pilot.
The list of products to be used in the pilot is the following:


XL-SIEM and sensors (ATOS)



Real-Time Detector for Jamming Attacks (WOS)



Hardware Security Module / FPGA cryptographic device (UoP)



Honeypot / Cloud security tool (FORTH)



Secocard (Empelor)



Total Defender / Gravity Zone (BD)



Forensics Support Analysis Visualization Tool (AEGIS)

With this information, the next step is adapting the reference architecture defined in D2.2 to the specific case of
the transportation pilot and find out the appropriate mapping and integration of the products in the existing
topology.

Table 13. Application of products to pilot resources
Device / Resource

ATOS

WOS

UOP

FORTH

EMP

BD

AEGIS

1 – Interlocking and Signalling
network

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2 - Control room workstations

X

X

X

X
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3 – Object controller

X

4 – In-Field systems
5 - Connections
systems

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
with

other

X

X

6 - Documentation system

X

X

X

7 - Maintenance and Diagnose
Module (MDM)

X

X

X

8 - KISA-Module / KISA-SC

X

X

X
X
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3 First Phase Implementation of the CIPSEC security platform
into the German pilot
In the previous section, an effort was done to understand how the pilot works and the security needs
associated to the daily operation of this transportation critical infrastructure. These security features have been
confronted to what the different assets brought by the partners can offer. As a result, a subset of the offered
products has been selected to be applied to the different parts of the pilot infrastructure.

3.1 The actual Railway Signalling System Intro

Figure 5: Outline of actual DB railway signalling system architecture
The above figure (Figure 5) shows the current railway signalling system, which has been enhanced with several
functional blocks due to the analysis carried out during the project.
In this figure (Figure 6) it is also shown, were the solutions could be integrated after a first functional review.
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Figure 6: Potential Deployment of CIPSEC Solutions
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3.2 The preliminary efforts carried out to integrate the CIPSEC
platform into Pilot I
As the testing facilities have been built some time ago and were mainly aimed only at the current applied
technologies, several works has been performed in the context of updating the testing facilities. Nowadays the
testing facilities are mostly used for training our operational personnel and to research on several topics in the
area of passenger flows and behaviour in emergency cases. Due to this fact the used communication protocols
and systems are quite old.
In this context, the communication of the components has been updated to the current RaSTA version and the
newly defined communication interfaces of the NeuPro interlocking technology are introduced. For the
communication between the central server and the input output boards, the SCI-ILS protocol and the SCI-LS
and SCI-P protocols have been implemented. Besides this a SCI-LX connection has been implemented for
connection the railway crossing in front of the building to the network of the testing facilities. All the interlocking
systems have been adapted to use the new protocols for the communication and the network structures have
been reviewed. By doing so the communication network now behaves like the upcoming technology generation
and the CIPSEC framework can be integrated with the state-of-the-art technology generation.
Additionally several interfaces for introducing attackers to the system were implemented. By these interfaces
attacker can easily try to attack the system and by doing so test the functionality of the CIPSEC framework.

3.3 Analysis of hardware and software requirements posed by the
products
3.3.1 ATOS XL-SIEM and sensors
3.3.1.1

ATOS sensors

Sensors would be configured and installed on DB’s Technology Centre infrastructure both at the network or
end-point layer level. This will require a limited interaction between the CIPSEC support team and the DB Pilot.
The XL-SIEM sensors will pre-process, analyse and correlate the collected data in order to produce a preelaborated output. The pre-processing will already give the possibility to detect attacks and vulnerabilities.

3.3.1.2

ATOS XL-SIEM

XL-SIEM agents can run both Ubuntu 12.04 or 14.04. XL-SIEM Server is deployed as a virtualized image. So it
could be required a dedicated machine in DB’s Security Centre with enough hardware resources (16 GB RAM
memory and a CPU with at least 4 cores (i5 or i7 with quadcore CPU architecture)) to manage the hypervisor.
If there is Internet connectivity within DB Pilot we can use the current deployment of XL-SIEM in Atos’ virtual
environment, otherwise XL-SIEM virtual image must be installed into DB Pilot premises to receive security
sensors information properly.

3.3.2 WOS Real-Time detector for jamming attacks
Worldsensing will use own hardware infrastructure to deploy their solution. The only constraint is to have local
or external network connectivity with Atos XL-SIEM Agents to send its jamming attack events.
Specifications:


Reliability: 98%



Discovery latency: real-time
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Protected protocols:
o

NB-IoT, Lora, Sigfox, UNB, Weightless-N (700 MHz – 900 MHz)

o

GSM/UMTS/LTE

o

WiFi-802.11b/g, RPMA, Bluetooth, ZigBee (2.4 GHz)



Processing: 64bit ARMv7 Quad Core 1.2 GHz



Memory: 1GB RAM



Software defined radio module
o

1 MHz to 6 GHz operating frequency

o

Half-duplex transceiver

o

SMA female antenna connector

o

SMA female clock input and output for synchronization



Supported sample rate: 5 Mbps



Communication: Ethernet, 3G WiFi



Power supply: 5V (3000 mA)



Power consumption: -W



Box size: 276 x 272x 96.5 mm (HxLxW)



Weight: around 2 Kg



Operating temperature: -20 to +55ºC



Operating humidity: 10-95%.

3.3.3 UOP Hardware Security Module
The requirements are the following:


Communication interface
o



USB based Serial interface (UART)

Protocols
o

Custom API to host device



The unique hardware requirement is to have appropriate communication interface which is serial UART
(RS232) that can be handled through a USB-to-serial driver. There is a need for a USB port availability



The UoP HSM communication requires that the Host device can support USB host mode. This mode is
always available in Personal Computers and Servers but it may not be available in embedded system
devices.



Appropriate drivers must be available in the Host device for UART communication (FTDI-based
drivers). In Windows and Linux Machines, such drivers are usually part of the operating system or are
automatically installed.



The UoP HSM can operate in an unencrypted (unsecure channel) with the Host machine using the
standard RS232 (UART) communication (FTDI-based drivers). In that case, the HSM can provide very
basic services like symmetric key encryption and Hashing.



In order to fully take advantage of the UoP HSM full spectrum of security services (e.g. local attestation,
data integrity) then a secure channel must be established between the Host and the HSM. To achieve
that a client software must be executed in the Host device. This is a C programming language based
software that when executed it establishes secure communication and encrypts/decrypts all data
transactions (HSM commands and responses) between Host and HSM.
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The UoP HSM is a passive device so it will not initiate any communication or provide any data unless
the Host requests it. A Host user can provide HSM commands through a terminal based serial
communication channel initialized in the Host device. The HSM commands are text based.



In case the Host device does not support USB-to-serial communication, a bridge device will be needed
to transmit commands from the host system to the HSM and collect replies. The bridge can be any
COTS device that fits the required role or it can be Empelor’s Secocard if this product functionality
allows it

3.3.4 FORTH Honeypot
The minimum hardware requirements depend on the amount of the monitored IP addresses (for example, 1500
monitored IP addresses need 1.5TB of storage per year).
The RAM memory available must be at least 4 GB.
NIC must be 1x1Gbps for monitoring purposes and 1x100Mbps for management purposes.
The pilot must allow the deployment of a VM instance.
Connection with ATOS XL-SIEM must be available.
In addition, 8GB RAM memory and CPU with at least 4 cores (i5 or i7 with quadcore CPU architecture) to
manage the hypervisor have to be available.

3.3.5 EMP Secocard
As established in previous sections Secocard will function as an advanced and programmable smart card
reader that will enable the user to login to host PC with a smart card and a pin. For the proper function of the
device a set of requirements are provided below:
 As far as the physical communication interface is concerned, a standard USB host port at the PC is
necessary. A USB 3.0 port is recommended.
 The device needs custom drivers to operate as expected. So it will be necessary to install drivers on
the host PC. The operating system will need configuration so that the login process is performed
through the smart card and the smart card pin and not by providing a password.
 Secocard needs to be able to communicate wirelessly (through Wi-Fi) with the XL-SIEM tool.
Therefore, a Wi-Fi network should be available at the deployment site.
Currently Empelor is developing the drivers for Linux and Windows. Taking into consideration the table that
describes various resources in the railway pilot is seems that the most appropriate resources would be 1,2,3
and 5. It must be noted that if a proprietary operating system based either on Windows or Linux is used, then
the installation of the necessary drivers may not be possible.

3.3.6 BD Total Defender / Gravity Zone
The table summarizes the operating systems and virtualization solutions for which the product is compatible:
Workstation
operating
systems

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Windows Vista (SP1, SP2), Windows XP (SP3)
Mac OS X Lion (10.7.x), Mountain Lion (10.8.x), Mavericks (10.9.x), Yosemite (10.10.x), El
Capitan (10.11.x)

Table
and
embedded
operating
systems

Windows Embedded Standard, POSReady, 2009, 7
Windows Embedded Enterprise 7
Windows XP Embedded (SP 2), Tablet PC Edition
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Server
operating
systems

Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2
Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2008, 2011
Windows Server 2008, 2008 R2
Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2003
Windows Server 2003 (SP 1), 2003 R2
Windows Home Server
Red Hat Enterprise Linux / CentOS 5.6 or higher, Ubuntu 10.04 LTS or higher, SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 11 or higher, OpenSUSE 11 or higher, Fedora 15 or higher,
Debian 5.0 or higher, Oracle Solaris 11, 10 (only in VMware vShield environments)

Mobile
operating
systems

Apple iPhones and iPad tablets (iOS 5.1+)

Virtualization
solutions

VMware vSphere 6.0. 5.5, 5.1, 5.0 P1 or 4.1 P3 ESXi 4.1, 5.0, 5.1, 5.5

Google Android smartphones and tablets (2.2+)

VMware vCenter Server 6.0, 5.5, 5.1, 5.0 or 4.1
VMware vShield Manager 5.5, 5.1, 5.0
VMware vShield Endpoint
VMware vCNS 5.5
VMware Tools 8.6.0 build 446312
VMware View 5.1, 5.0
Citrix XenDesktop 5.5, 5.0
Citrix XenServer 6.0, 5.6 or 5.5 including Citrix Xen Hypervisor
Citrix VDI-in-a-Box 5.x
Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2012, 2008 R2 including Microsoft Hyper-V Hypervisor
Red Hat Enterprise 3.0 including Red Hat KVM Hypervisor
Oracle VM 3.0

The Gravity Zone Control Center (the “server”) comes as a virtual appliance (OVA, XVA or VHD) and there are
no special hardware requirements.

3.3.7 AEGIS Forensics Support Visualization Tool
The product needs a high-end workstation with the following specs


Windows 10



Core i7 Intel processor, 6 generation minimum



High end graphics card supporting two displays



16GB memory (RAM) and 2TB disk.



Two monitors, 24 inch. Minimum.



It also has to have access to the Anomaly Detection Reasoner so as to retrieve necessary information
for the visualizations.

th
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3.4 Analysis of hardware and software compliance of the products
Table 14. Hardware & Software compliance for CIPSEC solutions over DB’s premises
Solution / Partner

Hardware & Software
Compliance
(YES/NO)

Forensics Support Analysis Visualization Tool (AEGIS)

Yes

XL-SIEM (ATOS)

Yes

Hardware Security Module / FPGA cryptography device (UoP)

Maybe (1)

Total Defender / Gravity Zone (Bitdefender)

Yes

Secocard (Empelor)

Yes

Honeypot / Cloud security tool (FORTH)

Yes

Real-Time Detector for Jamming Attacks (WOS)

Yes

Remark 1: Deployment of a piece of software to the safety component of the OC itself is not possible. We could
apply this piece of software to the security component, which protects the safety component.
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3.5 Virtual test environment available for testing purposes
Due to the strong regulation and admission by the National Safety Authority in Germany, the
Eisenbahnbundesamt (EBA), it is not possible to test the CIPSEC Framework in the productive environments.
The introduction of some tools, like the ATOS XL-SIEM could be possible, as it only requires components to
pass data to it. The application of agents on the other hand would be a major challenge because this would
result in a change of the component and the admission would be lost. A delta admission of the system with
introduced agent would take too long, as the admission process normally needs more than one year. Testing
with attacks like pen testing would be impossible in the productive environments.
Due to the above-mentioned points, it was decided to start the integration in the testing facilities of DB, the
Eisenbahnbetriebsfeld (EBD), in Darmstadt. The testing facilities contain the original components and simulate
the railway operation of a larger area with 14 stations, 100km of tracks and 330 switches.
A schematic of the system can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Testing facilities Architecture
The CIPSEC solutions later on will be included in the central server as well as the microcontrollers, which
control the input- and output boards. Additionally the networking equipment will be used to get information for
analysis purpose.
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3.6 Final detailed definition of the pilot infrastructure map
Below is shown the map of where the different products should be placed on the site of railway infrastructure,
enhanced with several functional blocks due to the analysis carried out during the CIPSEC Reference
Architecture definition..

Operating Center

Honeypot

Security Center

secocard

ATOS XL-SIEM
AEGIS AVT
FORTH
Honeypot

AD

NTP

DNS

Central PKI

DNS PKI
AAA

Diagnosis

NTP

SIEM

Crypto

SDI-DS

admin

Network Monitoring

WAN

Neighbor Tech. Center

Technology Center

ETCS

ESTW-ZE
Interlocking
System

Aux.
Systems
(Doc.)

RBC
NG-FW(ALG)
MDM

UoP HSM

UoP HSM

Field Element Area

WAN

Field Element Area

FeAk

FeAk

Housing Alerts

Housing Alerts

Object Controller

Object Controller

FeAk

FeAk

Housing Alerts

Housing Alerts

Object Controller

Object Controller

Figure 8: CIPSEC Framework applied to Railway Pilot
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3.7 Provision of secured railway infrastructure by including the
chosen products
The following table shows which systems will be used for the application of the CIPSEC Framework and how
their current features have to be extended to handle the solutions to be deployed:
Table 14. DB’s Hardware provision
Machine

Existing features

Machine for XL-SIEM
and AEGIS AVT

New machine

Operator Workstation

Honeypot (FORTH)

Object Controller



Processor X8664bit



Motherboard with
bus SATA with
possibility RAID 1,5
, 0, 1+0



RAM 8Gb DDR3



1 Hard disk 500 Gb
SATA

New machine



Specialized micro
controller

Added features

Deployed Solution



32 GB RAM memory

AEGIS AVT



CPU with at least 8
cores (i5 or i7 CPU
architecture)

ATOS XL-SIEM



Windows Server with
HyperV



High-end graphic
device



2 NICs



4 TB hard drive
BD Total
defender/Gravity
zone
EMP Secocard
UOP HSM



16 GB RAM memory



Core i5-6500



2 NICs



1 TB hard drive

FORTH Honeypot

Log delivery to SIEM agents

3.8 The secure solution as an instantiation of the reference
architecture and role of services
Finally the deployment of solutions to the architecture can be found in figure 9 below. On the operational layer
the solutions of Empelor, FORTH, ATOS, AEGIS and Bitdefender were applied. The analysis software of
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AEGIS and ATOS will be located on a specialized machine with virtualized containers. For the FORTH
Honeypot a new machine and a new subnet has been introduced, which allows isolation in case of
compromises.
On the technology area and the field element area the solutions of UoP and ATOS have been deployed.

Figure 9: CIPSEC Framework applied to the Railway pilot with Reference Architecture Layers
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4 Conclusion and next steps
In this document, we described which requirements have to be fulfilled for applying the CIPSEC security
framework to the railway pilot. For achieving this, the required security features were assigned to the equipment
of the pilot. Afterwards it was elaborated on the topic, which solution can supply which features and afterwards
the solutions chosen to establish a complete security framework for the pilot. Additionally the requirements of
the solutions were checked and they were assigned to existing systems or new infrastructure was introduced to
deploy them in the pilot.
Currently DB is acquiring the additional systems for deploying the CIPSEC framework completely and
adaptions to the testing facilities in Darmstadt are made to fit to the needs for the CIPSEC pilot tests. These
modifications will be finished in in the first quarter of 2018. In parallel the deployment of the CIPSEC solutions
in the environment will start. Until the end of the year Total Defender and Gravity Zone of Bitdefender will be
introduced to the testing facilities and besides this the FORTH Honeypot. Incrementally all other solutions will
be deployed and the reaction of the system will be monitored.
After the solutions are deployed in a first stage normal network and system operation will be monitored. If this is
successful, we will check if timing constraints are fulfilled and if the signalling communication or operation of the
workstations is influenced in a negative way. In a second phase we will introduce a simulated attacker in the
testing facilities and will check if our defined attack scenarios can be mitigated by the applied solutions. If some
scenarios cannot be mitigated, we will evaluate, how we can deal with this. If these predefined scenarios are
also handled by our security solutions, we will perform a pen test on the secured system, which will result from
our work with the service providers.
After everything works a strategy will be defined, how we can bring the framework to our productive systems.
For the solutions, current challenges have been identified and work with the service providers will start from
November on to make the services applicable for railway CIs.
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